Firing of transcription and compartmentalization of splicing factors in tomato radicle nuclei during germination(1).
Germination is a well-characterized process in which embryo cells of seeds experience a programmed transition from quiescence to proliferation. For this reason they constitute a very good system to analyse nuclear evolution from a dehydrated practically inactive state until the steady state of proliferation. We analysed the temporal and spatial organization of transcription and splicing factors in nuclei of tomato radicle cells during germination. To address this issue we performed in situ immunodetection of several markers of these processes: the Z-DNA stretches forming behind the active RNA polymerases, the splicing proteins U2B'' and Sm, and the trimethyl guanosin cap of small nuclear RNA. The concomitant structural changes of the different nuclear compartments were studied in meristematic nuclei by electron microscopy and high-resolution cytochemistry for DNA and ribonucleoproteins. In quiescent cells practically no Z-DNA stretches were detected and splicing components localized mainly to one or two Cajal bodies associated to the nucleolus. In early germination, a massive de-condensation of chromatin and nucleolar Z-DNA conformation stretches were first detected, followed by the relocation of scarce splicing components to the small interchromatin spaces. Nucleoplasmic Z-DNA stretches were not detected until 4 h of imbibition and were accompanied by an important increase of splicing components in this nuclear domain. Soon after the post-germination stage, transcription and splicing topology and nuclear organization in meristematic nuclei resemble those in steady state growing tomato roots. Our results demonstrate that, in tomato, dormant nuclei splicing factors are stored in nucleolar Cajal bodies. In early germination, RNA polymerase I transcription is first activated, whereas mRNA transcription is fired later and is accompanied by a massive de-condensation of chromatin and accumulation of splicing factors in the interchromatin domains. Nucleoplasmic Cajal bodies appear later in germination.